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WEEK  LEARNING OBJECTIVE (NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM OR CHRIS QUIGLY) 

INTENDED OUTCOME CROSS-CURRICULAR 
LINKS 

 
1 

- Sprinting 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 
- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 

playing games 
- Work well with a partner and in a small group 

to improve their skills 

 A1) Cats & Rats (1 cat must chase & collect the bib tails of the rats, 
once caught they’re cats too) followed by stretching. 
 
A2) Intro to running technique, pupils given a space to practise their 
sprint techniques. 
-Show correct technique 
 
A3) Sprint stations; (1). Bean bag sprint - competition with partner 
who can collect most bean bags. (2). Criss cross – mark a diamond 

with cones & one cone in middle, time how long it takes for each 
pupil to get to each cone & back to middle. 
 
A4) Class sprint race (40 or 60m). 

 

 
2 
 
 

- Hurdles 
- Use running and jumping skills in combination 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 
- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 

playing games 

 

Cats & Rats (revisiting spring tec as a reminder). 
 
A2) Horse of the year show – Pupils allowed free time to explore a 
variety of gates & barrers to run & jump through/over.  
 
A3) Low hurdles technique (aiming for L, R, L, R foot strides 
between each barrier). 
A4) Class sprint hurdles (40 or 60m)  

 

 

 

 
3 
 
 

- Long Jump 
- Use running and jumping skills in combination 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 
- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 

playing games 

 

Cats & Rats (hopping, skipping & jumping) followed by stretching. 
Why? 
 
A2) Standing long jump – pupils given time to explore long jump 
technique (given cone as a marker) 
 
A3) With technique now shown pupils perform again. 

 

 
4 
 
 

- Shotput 
- Use rolling and throwing skills in combination 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 

A1) Flying Birds (rotate arms), Creeping Caterpillars (press ups) & 
Crawling Crabs (raise bottom off floor & walk) – Run in space & 
listen for commands 
Stretch arms – why? 
 
A2) Pupils given time with partner to discover their best throwing 
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- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 
playing games 

 

technique 
-Pupils shown correct technique 
 
A3) Pupils to be given a cone each as a marker & with the new 
throwing technique, will throw & place a cone where it lands) 

 

 
5 
 
 

- Javelin 
- Use rolling and throwing skills in combination 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 
- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 

playing games 
 

A1) Flying Birds (rotate arms), Creeping Caterpillars (press ups) & 
Crawling Crabs (raise bottom off floor & walk) – Run in space & 
listen for commands 
Stretch arms – why? 
 
A2) Pupils given time with partner to discover their best throwing 
technique 
-Pupils shown correct technique 
 
A3) Pupils to be given a cone each as a marker & with the new 
throwing technique, will throw & place a cone where it lands) 

 

 

  

 

6 - Relay race 
- Use the terms ‘opponent’ and ‘team-mate’. 
- Use a variety of simple tactics. 
- Lead others when appropriate 
- Describe how their bodies work and feel when 

playing games 
- Work well with a partner and in a small group 

to improve their skills 

A1) Tiggy scarecrow warm up with full body stretches – why? 
 
A2) Recap sprint tec from week 1 Head still, driving arms and big 
strides. 
 
A3) over a short distance with partner practice ‘baton exchange’  
-Mark out 3 paces with a cone, then mark another 3. Baton holder to 
set off running and when near next cone shout ‘NOW’ 2

nd
 pupil to 

set off jogging with hand behind (NOT SPRINTING). 
 
A4) Relay races 

 

 

 


